Abstract. In the first part of the paper, we show that if ω ≤ κ < λ are cardinals, κ <κ = κ, and λ is weakly compact, then in V [M(κ, λ)] the tree property at λ = κ ++V [M(κ,λ)] is indestructible under all κ + -cc forcing notions which live in V [Add(κ, λ)], where Add(κ, λ) is the Cohen forcing for adding λ-many subsets of κ and M(κ, λ) is the standard Mitchell forcing for obtaining the tree property at
Introduction
Let λ be an uncountable regular cardinal. We say that the tree property holds at λ, and write TP(λ), if every λ-tree has a cofinal branch (equivalently, there are no λ-Aronszajn trees). Recently, there has been extensive research which studies the extent of the tree property at multiple successor cardinals (see for instance Neeman [21] which contains a detailed bibliography on the subject), with the ultimate goal of checking whether it is consistent that the tree property holds at every regular cardinal greater than ℵ 1 . Starting with a large cardinal λ, the method of proof is typically based on lifting an elementary embedding with critical point λ through a forcing which collapses λ to a successor cardinal, and on application of criteria for a forcing notion adding or not adding new cofinal branches to existing λ-trees (see Section 2.3 for examples of such criteria). With such criteria in place, one can argue that all λ-trees have cofinal branches in the final generic extension, and thus TP(λ) holds.
In this paper we study a related question and search for criteria for forcing notions adding or not adding new λ-Aronszajn trees. Notice that if Q does not add new λ-Aronszajn trees over a model V * with TP(λ), then TP(λ) still holds in V * [Q] . We say that TP(λ) in V * is indestructible under Q. It is clear that identifying forcings which arXiv:1907.03142v1 [math.LO] 6 Jul 2019 cannot add λ-Aronszajn trees (over some models) can be very helpful in constructing complex models with TP(λ).
To give our paper more specific focus, we will work over the Mitchell model V [M(κ, λ)] (and its variants) in which λ equals κ ++ . Our main result is that if κ = κ <κ and λ > κ is weakly compact, the tree property at λ = κ ++ in V [M(κ, λ)] is indestructible under all κ + -cc forcing notions which live in an intermediate Cohen submodel
. It is open whether the restriction of living in V [Add(κ, λ)] can be removed; but even with this restriction, the result is quite strong and applies to many Prikry-style forcing notions such as the vanilla Prikry forcing or Magidor forcing (see Section 3.1) and to forcings which manipulate the generalized cardinal invariants (see Section 3.2).
In Theorem 4.7, we assume that λ is supercompact and integrate the method in Theorem 3.2 with a method of guessing all potential κ + -closed and κ ++ -liftable forcings (see Definition 4.1), obtaining a forcing R such that in V [R] the tree property at κ ++ is indestructible under all κ + -cc forcings living in V [Add(κ, λ)], and also by all κ + -closed, κ ++ -liftable forcings living in V [R] such as κ ++ -directed closed forcings or well-met κ ++ -closed forcing with greatest lower bounds (see Definition 4.3).
Let us conclude by a short discussion of how Theorem 4.7 relates to existing results. The indestructibility for small κ + -cc forcings of size κ + appeared in Unger [23] (with κ = ω). A different model with indestructibility for κ ++ -directed closed forcings is described in [23] , where V * is now constructed using a Laver function for a supercompact λ to guess all κ ++ -directed closed forcings (this idea goes back to Cummings and Foreman [5] ). We merged these results together into one model (which is a routine task), but importantly added all κ + -cc forcings which live in V [Add(κ, λ)]. 1 
Forcings which add κ ++ -Aronszajn trees
Let us give some examples of forcings which do add κ ++ -Aronszajn trees to put into context the results in Theorem 4.7 (see Section 2.1 for definitions of the forcing notions). Example 1. Suppose ω ≤ κ < λ are cardinals, κ <κ = κ, and λ is weakly compact. It is known that the Mitchell forcing M = M(κ, λ) forces TP(λ) while turning λ into κ ++ of V [M] . There is a projection onto M from the product R 0 × R 1 where R 0 is equal to the Cohen forcing Add(κ, λ) and R 1 a κ + -closed forcing (the "term" forcing). Since R 0 does not collapse cardinals, R 1 must do the collapsing and therefore (κ ++ 
]. An analysis of M and R 0 × R 1 shows that R 0 × R 1 is equivalent to M * Ḋ, whereḊ is forced by M to be κ-closed, κ + -distributive and κ ++ -cc (see [1] ). By the discussion above,Ḋ adds a (special) κ ++ -Aronszajn tree. 1 Unger [23] allows Add(κ, γ), γ arbitrary, as the single example of a κ + -cc forcing of size larger than κ + which preserves TP(κ ++ ) over V [M] (notice Add(κ, γ) lives already in V and is κ + -Knaster in the model in [23] ).
Remark 1.1
The standard forcing notion for adding κ + with conditions of size at most κ has the same properties asḊ over V [M]; see [23] for more details regarding this forcing.
Example 2. Let us work over L and let λ be weakly compact and κ < λ regular. It is known that adding a single Cohen subset of λ by Add(λ, 1) destroys weak compactness of λ while preserving its Mahloness. Since for an inaccessible λ, the existence of a λ-Aronszajn tree is equivalent to λ not being weakly compact, it follows that Add(λ, 1) adds a λ-Aronszajn tree T . Now consider the forcing M × Add(λ, 1), where M = M(κ, λ). We just argued that there is a
, it cannot add a cofinal branch through T , and therefore
has no special λ-Aronszajn trees, and therefore T must be non-special).
Example 3. Let P be the generalization to ℵ 2 of Jech's forcing for adding an ℵ 1 -Souslin tree (see also Kunen [18] for details of this generalization) and let us consider this forcing over any model in which 2 ℵ 1 = ℵ 2 holds. P is an ℵ 1 -closed, ℵ 2 -strategically closed forcing of size ℵ 2 which adds an ℵ 2 -Aronszajn tree. If we generalize Jech's forcing to any κ ++ ≥ ℵ 2 with 2 κ + = κ ++ we get there is an ℵ 1 -closed, κ ++ -strategically closed forcing of size κ ++ which adds a κ ++ -Aronszajn tree. Remark 1.2 Note that if we also consider forcings which collapse cardinals then any forcing which collapses 2 κ to κ + adds a special κ ++ -Aronszajn tree.
Preliminaries

Mitchell forcing and its variants
In Section 3, we shall use the standard Mitchell forcing which we now review for the benefit of the reader. Let ω ≤ κ < λ be cardinals, κ <κ = κ and λ inaccessible. We define the standard Mitchell forcing M(κ, λ) as follows. Let P be the Cohen forcing Add(κ, λ), where we identify conditions in Add(κ, λ) with partial functions of size < κ from κ × λ into 2. For α < λ, we write P α to denote the restriction of P to coordinates below α (we write p α for the restriction of p ∈ P to P α ).
Definition 2.1 Conditions in M(κ, λ) are pairs (p 0 , p 1 ) such that p 0 ∈ P and p 1 is a function with domain dom(p 1 ) ⊆ λ of size at most κ. For α in the domain of p 1 , p 1 (α) is a P α -name and
The ordering is defined as follows: (p 0 , p 1 ) ≤ (q 0 , q 1 ) iff p 0 ≤ q 0 in P and the domain of p 1 extends the domain of q 1 , and for every α ∈ dom(q 1 ),
If κ, λ are understood from the context, we write just M. For α < λ, let us denote by M α the natural truncation of M to α (we write (p 0 , p 1 ) α for the restriction of (p 0 , p 1 ) to M α ).
Using the Abraham's analysis (see [1] ), there is a projection onto M from the product R 0 × R 1 where R 0 = P is κ + -Knaster (under the assumption κ <κ = κ) and R 1 is κ + -closed (the "term" forcing). This analysis also holds for the natural quotients of M and R 0 and R 1 : in particular,
where, under relevant assumptions, the forcing R 0 α is κ + -Knaster and
In Section 4, we will use a modification of M, which we denote M , and define a forcing R closely following Abraham [1] . Let us first define M : Definition 2.2 Let κ < λ be as in Definition 2.1. The forcing M = M (κ, λ) is defined exactly as M(κ, λ) with the following modifications:
(i) The domain of the functions in Add(κ, λ) is composed only of successor ordinals, i.e. p 0 ∈ Add(κ, λ) iff p 0 is a partial function from κ × SuccOrd(λ) into 2 of size < κ, where SuccOrd(λ) denotes the successor ordinals below λ. We denote this forcing P and P α for its restrictions, α < λ. (ii) The domain of p 1 in Definition 2.1 is composed only of successor cardinals below λ.
It is easy to check that this change has no material effect on the basic properties of M such as the product analysis by means of R 0 × R 1 (where R 0 is now P ): it is a technical device which enables easier factoring of R at limit cardinals. 2 Technically speaking, the definition of R = R(κ, λ) is by defining forcings R α by induction on α < λ using the truncations M α , with R being equal to R λ (we will write (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) α to denote the restriction of (p 0 , p 1 , p 2 ) to R α ). We will state the definition without making the induction explicit in the interest of brevity.
Let f L : λ → H(λ) be a Laver function for a supercompact cardinal λ. Let us first define a certain set A of inaccessible cardinals below λ. An inaccessible cardinal α < λ is in A if and only if f L (α) is an R α -nameQ for a forcing notion and
2 The change of the domain of p 1 does have an effect on the properties of M with respect to forcing the approachability property or its negation (see [6] ). However, it has no effect for the tree property argument.
Definition 2.3 Conditions in
and p 2 is a function with domain dom(p 2 ) of size at most κ such that every α ∈ dom(p 2 ) is an element of A . For such an α, p 2 (α) is an R α -name and
whereQ equals f L (α). The ordering is defined as follows:
, the domain of p 2 extends the domain of q 2 and for every α ∈ dom(q 2 ),
Proof. This is a standard argument using the fact that all forcings guessed by f L are elements of H(λ) (and are therefore λ-cc) and λ is a Mahlo cardinal, and hence the direct limits of R form a stationary set (see for more details [14] ).
The forcing R shares some important properties with M and M , in particular there are forcings R 0 and R 1 , with R 0 = P being κ + -Knaster (if κ <κ = κ) and R 1 being κ + -closed (the "term" forcing), such that there is a projection onto R from the product R 0 × R 1 . This analysis also holds for the natural quotients of R and R 0 and R 1 :
where (under relevant assumptions) R 0 α+1 is κ + -Knaster and
For completeness, let us define R 1 : it consists of all conditions in R of the form (∅, p 1 , p 2 ) (notice that ∅ is the weakest condition in P ). The proofs of these properties are exactly as in [1] , Lemma 2.15 and 2.18. 3 Remark 2.5 We can simplify the definition of R and obtain a forcing notion R * which achieves the same results as R in Theorem 4.7: the conditions in R * are pairs (p 0 , p 2 ) where p 0 is in P and p 2 is defined as p 2 in R (with the obvious modification that p 2 (α) is an R * α -name for α ∈ A ). The ordering is as in R:
The point is that unboundedly often f L (α) will choose the Cohen forcing Add(κ + , 1) of
, obviating the need for the extra coordinate p 1 (it follows that the tree property at λ will hold by the same argument as for R). We use the presentation with R to use the familiar setup of Abraham's paper [1] . 3 The only difference between our R and the forcing of Abraham is that our forcing on the third coordinate of R, with conditions written as p 2 , is κ + -closed -which is sufficient for the present argument -whereas Abraham considers forcings which are κ ++ -directed closed, in preparation for his lifting argument.
Regular embeddings from elementary embeddings
Recall the following standard fact (see for instance [19] ): Fact 2.6 Assume P, Q are forcing notions, G is a P -generic filter, and i : P → Q is a regular (also called "complete") embedding. Then Q is equivalent to P * Q/Ġ, where Q/Ġ is a P -name for a forcing notion with conditions (2.9) {q ∈ Q | q is compatible with i G},
with the ordering inherited of Q. 4 We write Q/G for the interpretation of Q/Ġ in V [G] and call Q/G the quotient of Q over G.
We will summarize several observations which allow us to obtain regular embeddings from elementary embeddings. We start by relativizing the notion of a regular embedding to a pair of models of set theory. Let M be a transitive model of set theory and P ∈ M a forcing notion; we define MaxAnti(P ) M as the set of all maximal antichains of P which are elements of M . Definition 2.7 Let M and N be two transitive models of set theory and P ∈ M and Q ∈ N partial orders. We say that i : P → Q is an (M, N )-regular embedding if i preserves the ordering and incompatibility and moreover for every
It is clear from the definition that if i is an (M, N )-regular embedding, then when
We will make use of the following fact:
Fact 2.8 Assume j : M → N is an elementary embedding with critical point λ between a pair of transitive models of set theory and let P ∈ M be a partial order such that
(ii) Moreover, if
then (2.12) N |= j P is a regular embedding from P into j(P ) and
Proof. (i) By elementarity, j preserves the ordering relation and compatibility between P and j(P ). To argue for regularity, it suffices to show that if A ∈ M is a maximal antichain in M then j A ∈ N is a maximal antichain in j(P ). This follows immediately by elementarity and the fact j A = j(A), which holds since M |= "|A| < λ", and j is the identity below λ.
(ii) First notice that j P ∈ N implies that P = dom(j P ) ∈ N . To be able to carry out the quotient analysis from Fact 2.6 in N , it suffices to assume that j P is a regular embedding in N which follows from the fact that it is an (M, N )-regular embedding and (2.11) holds.
When G is P -generic over N and item (ii) of Fact 2.8 applies, the definition of the quotient j(P )/G is expressible in N [G] and we can write:
Remark 2.9 Naively, one could try to weaken the assumption (2.11) and ask just for P being an element of N which is easier to ensure in general. With the assumption that P ∈ N , we could write N [G]; however this does not ensure that the quotient forcing
, where H is j(P )/G-generic. 5 
Forcings not adding branches to Aronszajn trees
It is known that if T is a tree of height µ with cf(µ) = κ + (with no limit on the size of the levels of T ), then a forcing P which is κ + -square-cc 6 does not add a new cofinal branch to T (see for instance [23] ). However, if T is a κ + -Aronszajn tree, it is possible to weaken the assumption on P to the usual (i.e. "non-square") chain condition, albeit at a smaller cardinal (see [19] , Exercise V.4.21):
there is a level of the tree T above t which has size κ. (ii) It follows that if P is κ-cc, then it does not add a cofinal branch to T .
Proof. (i) For contradiction assume that all levels above t have size < κ, and using Fodor's lemma, find a stationary set on which the nodes of the tree form a cofinal branch.
(ii) Ifḃ is a name for a cofinal branch through T , it can be used to build back in V a subtree S of T of height κ + with levels of size < κ. By (i), S must have a cofinal branch, and it is a cofinal branch through T as well. Contradiction. 5 Notice for instance that without some extra assumptions such as (2.11), P ∈ N does not in general guarantee
. 6 We say that P is κ + -square-cc if P × P is κ + -cc.
We shall further use the following lemma due to Unger (see [23, Lemma 6] ), which generalizes an analogous result in [15] which is formulated for κ = ω: Fact 2.11 Let κ, λ be cardinals with λ regular and 2 κ ≥ λ. Let P be κ + -cc and Q be κ + -closed. LetṪ be a P -name for a λ-tree. Then in V [P ], forcing with Q cannot add a cofinal branch through T .
Remark 2.12
In standard proofs in the literature for the tree property (for instance [1] , [5] , or [23] ), the assumption on P is always that of the Knasterness (or square-cc). The reason is probably that before Fact 2.11 was widely known, a κ + -closed forcing (an analogue of R * 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.2) was first applied to argue that a certain κ ++ -tree T (in fact an Aronszajn tree) does not get a cofinal branch. This κ + -closed forcing typically collapses κ ++ to κ + , which makes T a tree whose height has cofinality κ + . To argue that P does not add cofinal branches to T now, the stronger version with κ + -square-cc was necessary. With Fact 2.11, we can first consider the κ + -cc forcing, and only then deal with the collapsing κ + -closed forcing.
Indestructibility in the Mitchell model
Let ω ≤ κ < λ be cardinals, κ <κ = κ and λ weakly compact, and M = M(κ, λ) the Mitchell forcing. We will show that TP(λ) is indestructible over
First note that it is enough to consider κ + -cc forcings Q which have size κ ++ in V [M]. This follows from the following more general lemma: Lemma 3.1 (i) Suppose λ <λ = λ is a cardinal and Q is λ-cc. If Q adds a λ-Aronszajn tree, then there exists a regular λ-cc subforcingQ of Q which adds a λ-Aronszajn tree. (ii) In particular, if no forcing notion of size at most λ which is λ-cc adds a λ-Aronszajn tree, then no λ-cc forcing adds a λ-Aronszajn tree.
Proof. Let Q be a λ-cc forcing notion and assume that q ∈ Q forces that there is a λ-Aronszajn tree. Choose a large enough regular θ so that Q ∈ H(θ). Let M be an elementary submodel of H(θ) of size λ closed under < λ-sequences which contains λ as a subset and Q and λ as elements. Let π : M →M be the transitive collapse (note that the critical point of π −1 is strictly above λ since λ + 1 is included in M ). Let us denote π(Q) byQ. By elementarity,Q is λ-cc inM , but also in V (because the image of any antichain of size λ ofQ in V would map via π −1 to an antichain of size λ in Q, contradicting the λ-cc of Q). Let i be the restriction of π −1 toQ. It is easy to check that (3.14) i :Q → Q is a regular embedding because by the closure of M under < λ-sequences, every maximal antichain A ofQ which exists in V is an element of M (and π −1 (A) = π −1 A).
Let G be a Q-generic over V containing q; thenḠ = π G isQ-generic over V and π −1 lifts to
By our assumption, H(θ)[G] thinks there is a λ-Aronszajn tree, and by elementaritȳ M [Ḡ] must think the same. Let T be a tree (which we construe as subset of λ) such that (T is a λ-Aronszajn tree)M [Ḡ] . Since π −1 (T ) = T , T is actually a λ-Aronszajn tree in H(θ) [G] , and therefore in
. ThusQ is a regular subforcing of Q which is λ-cc, has size λ and adds a λ-Aronszajn tree.
Let us now prove the main theorem of this section. Note that it is open whether Theorem 3.2 can be extended to include all κ + -cc forcings Q living in V [M] (see Remark 3.7 and open question Q1 in Section 5).
Theorem 3.2 Assume ω ≤ κ < λ are cardinals, κ <κ = κ and λ is weakly compact. Let M be the standard Mitchell forcing M(κ, λ).
In other words, the tree property at κ ++ is indestructible under any κ + -cc forcing which
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we can assume that Q has size at most κ ++ in V [M] and we can view it as a subset of κ ++ by using an isomorphic copy if necessary. Let us first make the convention that we identifyQ with an R 0 = Add(κ, λ)-name and we only consider conditions (p,q) in M * Q in whichq depends only on the R 0 -information of M.
Let R 0 × R 1 denote the product from which there is a projection onto M (see Section 2.1 for more details).
Let us fix a weakly compact embedding j : M → N with critical point λ such that M has size λ, is closed under < λ-sequences and contains all relevant parameters, in particular the forcing (R 0 × R 1 ) * Q. We can further assume that j itself is an element of N so that Fact 2.8(ii), in particular (2.11), applies to M , N and (
where G Q is a generic filter for the quotient Q = j(M * Q)/G * h. See Fact 2.8(ii) for more details regarding the decomposition of
We will to show that over
where R 1 λ is the term forcing of j(M)/G (it is composed of conditions of the form (0, p * 1 ) -we will write just p * 1 ). We will further show that j(
which will allow us to finish the argument.
Remark 3.3 Notice that it makes sense to consider the generic filter G 0 * h and write N [G 0 * h]: it holds thatQ G =Q G 0 since by our assumptionQ can be identified with an R 0 -name.
Since j is the identity on the conditions in G, we have
Let us write explicitly the quotients we are going to use:
where we can assume thatq * depends by elementarity only on j(R 0 ). Further,
Lastly,
Let us define a function π :
where p * = (p * 0 , p * 1 ).
Proof. First notice that π is correctly defined: if (p * 0 ,q * ) is compatible with j (G 0 * h), and (0, p * 1 ) is compatible with G, then (p * ,q * ) is compatible with j (G * h). If ((p * 0 ,q * ), p * 1 ) ≤ ((r * 0 ,ṡ * ), r * 1 ), then clearly p * ≤ r * ; moreover, p * 0 q * ≤ṡ * implies p * q * ≤ṡ * because p * = (p * 0 , p * 1 ). It follows (p * ,q * ) ≤ (r * ,ṡ * ), and hence π is order-preserving.
Suppose now (p * ,q * ) ≤ π((r * 0 ,ṡ * ), r * 1 ) = (r * ,ṡ * ) are given. We wish to find a condition extending ((r * 0 ,ṡ * ), r * 1 ) whose π-image extends (p * ,q * ). First notice that p * q * ≤ṡ * implies p * 0 q * ≤ṡ * because of our convention thatq * andṡ * depend only on R 0 . Now we use a standard trick with names: Consider conditions (p * 0 ,q * ) and p * 1 where the name p * 1 interprets as p * 1 below p * 0 and as r * 1 otherwise; then ((p * 0 ,q * ), p * 1 ) is as required.
Finally, we need the following Claim:
Proof. (i) This a standard fact (see for instance [1] ).
(ii) By elementarity,
The term forcing R 1 is κ + -closed over N . By Easton's lemma
Since j restricted to R 0 * Q is a regular embedding, j(R 0 * Q) factors over N (and then also over
where j(R 0 * Q)/Ġ 0 * ḣ is an R 0 * Q-name for the quotient. It follows by (3.24), and properties of two-step iterations, that over N [G 1 ], the κ + -cc forcing R 0 * Q forces that
Since there is a natural projection from (R 0 * Q) × R 1 onto M * Q (analogously to the projection π mentioned above), it follows that j(R 0 * Q)/G 0 * h is κ + -cc over Remark 3.6 It is not in general possible to analyse the quotient j(R 0 * Q)/G 0 * h (and similar quotients) by arguing that it is equivalent to a two-step iteration j(R 0 )/G 0 * Ṡ, for some forcingṠ which deals with the quotient of j(Q) by h. For instance if κ is a Laver-indestructible supercompact cardinal andQ is the name for the vanilla Prikry forcing, then over
N [G][h] as desired (since the chain condition is preserved downwards). (iii) Recall thatQ
, the quotient j(R 0 * Q)/G 0 * h is not equivalent to any forcing of the form j(R 0 )/G 0 * Ṡ because j(R 0 )/G 0 (which is in fact equivalent to the Cohen forcing j(R 0 )) collapses κ to ℵ 0 because h makes κ singular with cofinality ω.
Remark 3.7 There seems to be no obvious way to improve the Theorem 3.2 to consider κ + -cc forcings Q ∈ V [M]: it was essential for the analysis in Theorem 3.2 to find a projection onto the quotient from the product of a κ + -cc and κ + -closed forcings, and this strategy does not work when Q lives in V [M]. For all we know, it may be that the collapsing part of M introduces a κ + -cc forcing of size κ ++ which destroys the tree property at κ ++ in V [M].
Some applications
Prikry-type constructions
Theorem 3.2 offers significantly easier proofs of the results which obtain the tree property at the second successor of a singular strong limit cardinal κ. Let us state some examples:
(1) Recall the result from [5] by Cummings and Foreman: starting with κ < λ, where κ is a Laver-indestructible supercompact cardinal and λ is weakly compact, they construct a model in which the tree property holds at κ ++ = λ with 2 κ = κ ++ and κ is a singular strong limit cardinal with cofinality ω. This result follows immediately as a corollary of Theorem 3.2 if we force with (2) The paper [9] generalises (and modifies) the construction in [5] and obtains an arbitrarily large value of 2 κ with the tree property at κ ++ at a singular strong limit κ with cofinality ω (starting with a Laver-indestructible supercompact cardinal κ and a weakly compact λ above κ). The result follows by the following straightforward application of Theorem 3.2:
Let δ ≥ λ be a cardinal with cofinality at least κ + and consider the forcing Notice that Add(κ, δ) is isomorphic to Add(κ, λ) × Add(κ, δ) so that any normal measureU in V [Add(κ, δ)] measures all subsets of κ in V [M * Add(κ, δ)]. In any generic extension by V [M * Q], κ is a singular strong limit cardinal with cofinality ω, the tree property holds at κ ++ = λ and 2 κ = δ.
(3) Applications to Prikry-type constructions are not limited to countable cofinalities. Magidor's forcing, see for instance [20] , changes the cofinality of κ to any regular cardinal below κ with a forcing notion which is κ + -cc (under the relevant assumptions, see [20] ). Theorem 3.2 readily gives the following result: 7
Theorem 3.8 Suppose κ < λ are cardinals, κ is a Laver-indestructible supercompact cardinal and λ is weakly compact. Let µ < κ be a regular cardinal and δ ≥ λ a cardinal with cofinality at least κ + . Then there is a forcing notion P such that in V [P] only the cardinals in the interval (κ + , λ) are collapsed, κ is a singular strong limit cardinal with cofinality µ, 2 κ = δ and the tree property holds at κ ++ = λ.
To argue for the theorem, consider the forcing in (3.28) but replace the vanilla Prikry forcing with the Magidor forcing (as defined in V [Add(κ, δ)]). Notice that the increasing Mitchell-sequence of normal measures on κ of length µ required to define Magidor forcing exists in V [Add(κ, δ)] by our assumption on Laverindestructibility of κ and this sequences has the desired properties also in V [M].
Generalized cardinal invariants
Theorem 3.2 can be used to control certain combinatorial characteristics of 2 κ if they are controlled by the Cohen part Add(κ, λ) of the forcing M (and its variants).
(1) Kunen's observation in Fact 2.10 with the lifting and quotient analysis as in Theorem 3.2 (applied just to Q) readily implies the following:
Theorem 3.9 It is consistent from large cardinals that 2 ω is weakly inaccessible, the tree property holds at 2 ω and MA (Martin's axiom) holds.
Proof. Assume λ is weakly compact, and therefore it satisfies the tree property. Let Q be the standard finite-support ccc iteration of length λ for forcing 2 ω = λ and MA. By the lifting argument as in Theorem 3.2 (applied with a weakly compact embedding which suffices if Q is included in V λ ), it follows easily that every λ-tree has a cofinal branch in V [Q], and therefore λ has the tree property in V [Q].
(2) Recall that if κ is an infinite cardinal, then u(κ) is the least cardinal such that there is a uniform ultrafilter on κ with base of size u(κ) (u(κ) makes sense also for singular cardinals, see [11] , and its size is always at least κ + ). Using certain forcingsQ -which appear in [10, 11, 7, 3] and which are κ + -cc -, one can use Theorem 3.2 to construct models in which the tree property holds at κ ++ , with 2 κ > κ + , u(κ) = κ + , and where κ is either inaccessible (in fact supercompact), or singular strong limit cardinal with cofinality ω (the singular case requires some extra work in addition to methods of Theorem 3.2). These results are stated with more details in a separate paper [13] .
More indestructibility
In this section, we will use the Laver function f L : λ → H(λ) to guess all possible κ + -closed forcing notions: this will improve the degree of indestructibility in the final model. In order to state the theorem with a bit more generality, let us introduce a definition of a λ-liftable forcing notion. 8 Before we state the definition, recall that if λ ≤ θ are regular cardinals, we can define the notion of a closed unbounded set in [H(θ)] <λ : we say that C ⊆ [H(θ)] <λ is closed unbounded if it is unbounded in the inclusion relation and the union of every ⊆-increasing sequence of elements of C of length < λ is in C. Notice that if |H(θ)| = θ (which will be the case for us), we can translate these concepts directly to the system P λ (θ) = [θ] <λ : Fix a bijection f : θ → H(θ). Then C * is closed unbounded in P λ (θ) if and only if C = {f x | x ∈ C * } is closed unbounded in [H(θ)] <λ . Suppose U is a normal measure on P λ (θ), j : V → M is the derived elementary embedding, and C * is closed unbounded in P λ (θ). Since U extends the filter generated by closed unbounded sets, it contains C * and by the standard properties of the ultrapower of V by U , j θ ∈ j(C * ), but also
The property (4.30) will be useful in what follows.
Definition 4.1 Let λ be a regular cardinal and P a forcing notion. We say that P is λ-liftable if P is λ-distributive and for a sufficiently large regular θ with P ∈ H(θ) there is a closed unbounded set C in [H(θ)] <λ of elementary substructures N ≺ H(θ) which contain P and satisfy the following condition: (*) Let π N : N →N denote the transitive collapse. For every π N (P)-generic filter G ∈ V overN there is a condition p N ∈ P such that
whereĠ P is a name for a P-generic filter. We call p N a master condition.
Let us make a few comments regarding the definition. First note that (4.31) is for separative forcing notions equivalent to p N being a lower bound of π −1 N Ḡ . Let us mention that the condition regarding the closed unbounded set C is relevant only if there are some generic filtersḠ ∈ V for the collapsed structuresN . In the context of the intended applications in which λ is a critical point of a (generic) elementary embedding, there will be many such structures, but in general this may not be the case. Also note that we explicitly require as a part of the definition that P is λ-distributive (if λ is a critical point of a (generic) elementary embedding, this will again follow for free).
The intuition behind Definition 4.1 is to capture a uniform combinatorial property of having a master condition which applies to all λ-directed closed forcing notions, but also to other forcing notions such as the generalized Sacks forcing at λ (it is known that it is not λ-directed closed). 9 As we will see in the proof of Theorem 4.7(d), being liftable is strong enough to carry out a master condition argument and argue that λ-liftable forcings preserve the tree property at λ.
However, we should emphasize that P being λ-liftable does not by itself ensure that any elementary embedding j : V * → M * (for some models V * , M * ) with critical point λ lifts through a P-generic filter G over V * : Typically, it is necessary that j G is an element of M * because then the j(λ)-liftability of j(P) (given by elementarity) ensures that there is a j(P)-generic filter which extends j G, and thus j can lift. 10 See the proof of Theorem 4.7(d) for more details.
Remark 4.2
We discovered, 11 after we formulated the definition of a λ-liftable forcing notion, that it bears resemblance to the notion of a complete forcing notion (for λ = ω 1 ) which was introduced by Shelah (see [22, Chapter V] ) and which is relevant for lifting of embeddings in the context of countable models and proper forcings which do not add reals. It is an interesting question to what extent the notions of complete and also subcomplete forcing notions are relevant for λ > ω 1 and whether they can be characterized by other means (analogously to Jensen's result who showed that the class of complete forcing notions is exactly the class of forcing notions which densely embed an ω 1 -closed forcing notion; see [16] which contains a review of the complete and subcomplete forcing notions).
Let us give a few examples of λ-liftable forcing notions. Definition 4.3 Let us say that a forcing notion P is well-met λ-closed with glb if (i) any two compatible conditions p, q in P have the greatest lower bound (glb) which we denote by p ∧ q, and (ii) any decreasing sequence of elements p α | α < δ of length δ < λ has glb which we denote α<δ p α .
For instance the generalized Sacks forcing at λ (both product and iteration) is well-met λ-closed with glb. 12 Lemma 4.4 (i) All λ-directed closed forcings are λ-liftable.
(ii) All forcings which are well-met λ-closed with glb are λ-liftable.
Proof. (i) We show that all submodels N satisfy the property in Definition 4.1. IfN is any structure as in Definition 4.1, π
Ḡ is a directed set of condition in P of size < λ and therefore has a lower bound.
(ii). We show that all submodels N satisfy the property in Definition 4.1. Let N be any structure as in Definition 4.1 and letḠ be π N (P)-generic overN ; let us denote π N by π and |π(P)| by µ. Let us fix an enumeration q α | α < µ of π −1 Ḡ . We will construct by induction a decreasing sequence of elements p α | α < µ in P which satisfies
where p α || π −1 Ḡ means that p α is compatible with every element of π −1 Ḡ . In addition, we will make sure that every element of π −1 Ḡ is eventually above some element in p α | α < µ . Assume p β | β < α is constructed and (4.32) holds for all p β , β < α. We describe the construction of p α .
Successor stage α = β + 1. Let p β+1 = p β ∧ q β+1 (this is correctly defined since by the induction assumption p β is compatible with every element in π −1 G). We need to check that p β+1 is compatible with π −1 G. Let us fix any q = π −1 (p),p ∈ G. Since q ∧ q β+1 ∈ π −1 Ḡ , p β is compatible with q ∧ q β+1 by the induction assumption (and p β ∧ q β+1 ∧ q is the greatest lower bound).
Limit stage α. Let us first set p α = β<α p β , and then p α = p α ∧q α (this is correctly defined since q α is by induction compatible with every p β , β < α, and therefore must be compatible with p α ). Following the argument for the successor stage with the same notation, since q ∧ q α ∈ π −1 Ḡ , p α is compatible with q ∧ q α (otherwise some p β , β < α, would not be compatible q ∧ q α contradicting the induction assumption), with p α ∧ q α ∧ q being the greatest lower bound.
Let p α | α < µ be the final sequence. By construction, for each α < µ, p α ≤ q α , and therefore it follows that p N = α<µ p α is a master condition in the sense of (4.31) as desired.
Remark 4.5 Definition 4.1 also applies in the context of Laver indestructibility of supercompactness: by preparing for all α-liftable forcing notions (which are also α-strategically closed to ensure sufficient distributivity of the tails of the Laver preparation) below a supercompact λ, one can get indestructibility of supercompactness for more forcing notions (such the generalized Sacks forcing at λ). However, note that λ-liftable forcing notions cannot include all λ-closed forcing notions because it is known that there are λ-closed forcing notions which can destroy weak compactness (such as the forcing for adding a λ-Kurepa tree 13 ). Compare also with Jensen's result mentioned in Remark 4.2.
Remark 4.6 There are forcing notions which can be lifted using a master condition argument, but are not necessarily λ-liftable. The point is that being λ-liftable means that any normal ultrafilter on P λ (θ) (in some outer model of V ) contains the closed unbounded set of substructures (modulo some bijection between H(θ) and θ) mentioned in Definition 4.1; this allows a uniform statement of the definition. In certain situations it is possible to choose a normal ultrafilter which contains the set of substructures mentioned in Definition 4.1 even when the set is just stationary (an example is the forcing -in the context a normal measure on λ, or equivalently on P λ (λ) -for shooting a club through a suitable stationary set S ⊆ λ; if C is the generic club through λ contained in S then C ∪ {λ} is a legitimate condition for shooting a club through j(S), and hence a master condition, whenever S is in the normal measure on λ).
We will prove the following theorem: 
In other words, the tree property at κ ++ is indestructible under all forcings Q listed in (a)-(e).
Proof. We first prove items (b,d,e), leaving (a,c) for the end.
(b) It is easy to check that the analysis in the proof of Theorem 3.2 applies to R instead of M. The key point is the existence of the projection from the product R 0 ×R 1 onto R, with R 0 being isomorphic to Add(κ, λ) and R 1 being a κ + -closed term forcing, and the existence of the quotient projection from Claim 3.4. Notice that for this case, λ may be just weakly compact.
(d) For this case, we really need that λ is supercompact. Let θ be a regular cardinal greater or equal to |(R 0 × R 1 ) * Q|, where R 0 and R 1 are specified below Definition 2.3. Choose θ large enough so that for any R-generic G, (Q) G is λ-liftable in V [G] for this θ in the sense of Definition 4.1. Choose j : V → M with critical point λ so that M is closed under θ-sequences; ensure moreover that j(f L )(λ) =Q. LetG 0 ×G 1 be
where
. This follows by our definition of R which ensures that in j(R) only the forcingQ appears at stage λ.
In the next step, we wish to lift j further to V [G][g] mimicking the usual master condition argument using the abstract criterion of
. By elementarity, this implies
We will work in M i.e., there is some p N in j(Q) which forces j g into the generic filter for j(Q).
and we can finish the argument in the standard way, arguing -using the κ + -closure of j(Q) -that the generic H * h does not add cofinal branches to a hypothetical
(e) We state this case just for completeness. Such forcings do not add any new κ ++ -trees, and therefore preserve the tree property at κ ++ over V [R].
We will indicate how to modify the construction to deal with the small forcings in (a,c). The argument is similar to Unger's in [23] extended to deal with an uncountable regular κ and the extra case (c); we will review the argument here for the benefit of the reader. Taking an isomorphic copy ofQ if necessary, we can assume thatQ is forced to be an element of H(λ) 15 
IfQ
G is κ + -cc, the mutual genericity of H 1 and g follows by Easton's lemma as argued in [23] . In any case, we can ensure that the generics are mutually generic by taking a generic for the product. Q3. On a more general note, it seems worth studying the possible extent of the class of forcing notions which do not add λ-Aronszajn trees with respect to different models and different cardinals λ at which the tree property holds (for instance at λ = κ + for a strong limit singular κ).
